luxury ingrained

DuChâteau’s most sought after division proudly releases The Atelier Series® Luxury
Performance Vinyl, its exclusive line of luxury vinyl plank flooring.
Its first collection – The Sovereign Edition – carries on the division’s signature aesthetic
in an exquisite glue-down vinyl option. It’s an unmistakable elegance never before seen in
the world of resilient flooring. Boasting an impressive embossed in register design over two
different sizes, The Atelier Series attains a truly one of a kind look and feel that bridges the
gap between the natural world and resilient surfaces.

As with all elements of The Atelier Series, each product
is a masterful blend of quality and style.
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The elevation of craft and design.
Inspired by nature.

Beauty that endures
the atelier aesthetic

With an anti-microbial ceramic-reinforced polyurethane
ultra-resistant coating, The Sovereign Edition promises to
guard against exposure to heat, light, chemicals and fungus
and keep its gorgeous finish for years to come.

Breathtaking colors

Limitless potential guaranteed

Each color of The Sovereign Edition features a rich tonality
in each plank that brings together a completely new and
bold color story.

Available for both residential and commercial applications,
The Sovereign Edition carries a proud and trusted 30-year
residential and 15-year commercial warranty.

Impressive options

Safe and Sound

With a generous 3 mm thickness and a 0.7 mm wear layer,
The Atelier Series offers two sizes of planks at 7 inches by
48 inches and 9.25 inches by 59.25 inches.

All vinyl products under The Atelier Series contribute to LEED®
credits, exceed the U.S. Toy and Safety Standard (ASTM F963)
and are FloorScore® - Low-VOC certified to ensure that time
spent on an Atelier floor is always safe for everyone.
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Applications Residential and Commercial
Type Dry Back Luxury Vinyl Plank
Plank Size 7” (177.8 mm) X 48” (1219.2 mm)
Dorset Hague Roydel Brahm Valone
9.25” (235 mm) X 59.25” (1505 mm)
Afton Yorke Temson Hurst Wilhelm
Thickness 3 mm
Wear Layer 0.7 mm (30 mil)
Finish Ceramic-reinforced polyurethane coating
Profile Bevel
Installation Glue–down over slab or sub floor
Box 15 planks / 35 sf / 35.27 lbs.
Dorset Hague Roydel Brahm Valone
10 planks / 38.06 sf / 39.02 lbs.
Afton Yorke Temson Hurst Wilhelm
Warranty 30–Year Residential; 15–Year Commercial
Environment 100% Recyclable; FloorScore® - Low-VOC certified; CDPH
01350 Compliant (IAQ); Contributes to LEED® Credits;
Made with Non-Phthalate Plasticizers - 30% Bio-Based;
Manufactured by ISO 14001-Certified Facility
PRODUCT SAMPLE DISCLAIMER: Created to be a one-of-a-kind reflection of nature’s artistry, each and
every DuChâteau® vinyl product carries distinct variations in its finish and overall texturing. This is how we
develop the unique diversity and natural elegance of our flooring. It is virtually impossible to capture – in a
small sample – the entire range of color variation and texturing that will be present in the vinyl flooring you
will receive. To better understand the distinct look of a finished DuChâteau® vinyl flooring in your space, we
recommend consulting your sales representative for more details.

